Globalization of Corporate
Travel Programs –
Growth Accelerates But
Roadblocks Remain

The story is very clear: managing travel
on a global basis has switched from being
the exception to the rule, and the pace
of globalization is increasing.
“Think globally, act locally” is a much-used
phrase in corporate travel. While easy
enough to say, putting it into practice is
considerably harder. This white paper
therefore defines some local issues which
continue to trouble global programs and
suggests ways in which the gap between
global and local might be bridged.
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Introduction
1 How many countries are/were included
in your company’s managed travel program?
in %

30

For at least a decade, the corporate travel industry
has proclaimed the benefits of globalizing travel
programs. Have travel managers been listening?
At the heart of this white paper from AirPlus
International and the Association of Corporate
Travel Executives (ACTE) is a survey of travel buyers
from around the world. It asked them whether
they managed their programs primarily on a global,
regional, or country-by-country basis, and how
this compared with five and ten years ago.
The story the survey told was very clear: managing
travel on a global basis has switched from being the
exception to the rule, and the pace of globalization
is increasing. The first section of this white paper
examines how it is spreading, and then explains why.
Section two assesses the extent to which buyers are
globalizing in four categories of external providers –
travel management companies, card issuers, selfbooking tools, and expense management systems –
and three internal program features: supplier
programs, travel policy and data reporting.
The third and final section investigates the main
roadblocks to further globalization. “Think globally,
act locally” is a much-used phrase in corporate travel.
Some would argue it is over-used, because while easy
enough to say, putting it into practice is considerably
harder. There remain numerous localized needs for
corporate travelers and sometimes they are in direct
conflict with the conformist instincts of a centralized
travel management program. This white paper
therefore defines some local issues which continue to
trouble global programs and suggests ways in which
the gap between global and local might be bridged.
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Travel program
globalization spreads
A survey of buyer members of ACTE conducted for
this white paper found substantial evidence
that travel programs are increasingly globalizing.
The proportion of respondents with more than
20 countries in their program has climbed from
17 percent in 2001 to 28 percent in 2006 and
49 percent in 2011. Conversely, the number of buyers
with only one country in their program has fallen
from 29 percent in 2001 to 16 percent in 2006
and 5 percent in 2011.
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2 Companies which deploy managed travel
components primarily on a global basis
(as opposed to regionally or country-by-country)
in %
55 28 16

52 28 13

23 10

3

Travel management company

Corporate card

Booking tool

49 19

7

Expense
management
system

64 26 14

74

43 29

Preferred
supplier
agreements,
e.g. air, hotel,
car rental

Travel policy

59 28 14

Data reporting
system

Globally currently
	Globally 5 years ago
Globally 10 years ago

Deployment of tools and
program features accelerates
There has been a significant increase in global
adoption of travel tools, services and program
features over the past ten years. The pace has
accelerated since 2006.
In all cases except one, global deployment is now
more common than regional or country-by-country
deployment. Global deployment is particularly
common for internal aspects of travel programs,
e.g. travel policy (74 percent), preferred supplier
agreements (64 percent), and data reporting systems
(60 percent). External technology follows, led by
TMCs (55 percent deployment on a global basis).
Self-booking tools – an exception
Only booking tools are deployed less globally
(24 percent) than regionally (32 percent) or
nationally (also 32 percent). According to interviews
conducted for this white paper, there are two
reasons:

Many buyers judge no single booking tool the
best in every market, with a particular perception
that neither US nor european tools travel well
beyond their borders.
>>Having the same booking tool worldwide is not
considered critical for reaching strategic objectives
because it does not cause major data collection
problems in the same way as having multiple travel
management companies or cards does.
Although global deployment is currently a minority
practice, it is nevertheless on the increase from
both ten years ago (3 percent) and five years ago
(10 percent).
Regionalization superseded by globalization
In most cases, deployment of tools or travel
program features on a regional basis grew between
2001 and 2006, then lost momentum or reduced
between 2006 and 2011. The most likely explanation
is that regionalization was an intermediate stage
in the evolution of multinational travel management,
which has now been taken over by full-blown
globalization.
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Executive Summary
Reasons, Challenges and Suggestions

Nine reasons why globalization
has increased
Increased globalization of
travel spending
Companies are spending a higher proportion of their
travel budget outside North America and Europe as
companies globalize not only supply sources, but also
customer marketplaces.

Traveler security
The requirement to track all travelers has become
as important a strategic objective for globalization as
cost control. One interviewee cited a company
which consolidated its travel progam in 26 countries
for this reason even though only three countries
accounted for 96 percent of spending.

Cost savings
Companies have traditionally been satisfied with
controlling 80 percent of their travel costs. Now they
have mature travel programs and are chasing the
remaining 20 percent as a new source of savings.

Compliance
Risk management in travel is not only about security.
Financial compliance and transparency are also
important. Globalization improves visibility of total
travel spending.

Economic crisis
The recession helped break down local resistance to
global corporate initiatives aimed at containing costs
and improving process efficiency.

Improved supplier offerings
Survey respondents believe all service suppliers
have improved their global offerings over the past five
years, especially TMCs (87 percent).

Improved automation
Cloud computing allows travelers, bookers, and
travel managers to access the same Web-based tools
worldwide, even in smaller markets.

Smaller companies globalize
Automation is helping businesses with smaller
travel budgets to globalize.

Virtuous circle
Case studies of successful global implementations
are encouraging more companies to follow suit.
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Eight reasons why challenges
to globalization remain
Although 57 percent of buyers believe it is less
difficult to manage a multinational program now
than it was five years ago, 26 percent do not.
Furthermore, 47 percent see significant conflict
between the global and national needs of their
travel programs. Among the reasons identified
by survey respondents for continuing tension
between global and local were the following:

National variations
These include language, currency, regulation,
taxation, data protection, and culture. With travel
programs including more countries than in
the past, there are more variations than ever.

Supplier inconsistency
Although praised for significant improvements over
the past five years, TMCs were nevertheless singled
out for continuing patchy global service.

Data inconsistency
It remains difficult to obtain consistently good data
from around the world, e.g. most card companies
have limited or no presence in China.

Internal consistency
Companies have different accounting and reporting
systems throughout their enterprise.

Local hostility
Travelers often prefer local suppliers and resent
perceived interference from global headquarters.

Insensitive supplier selections/
policy
The global travel manager does not always
understand local needs, e.g. selecting
preferred hotels in the wrong part of a city.

Conflicting needs
The global program can fail the “what’s in it
for me?” test at the local level, with minimal
benefits or savings.

Corporate culture
Globalization remains difficult for companies
with decentralized, non-mandated cultures.
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How to bridge the gap between
global and local
Experts interviewed for this white paper suggest
the following methods:

Understand your corporate culture
Analyze whether other functions within your
organization, e.g. finance and human resources,
act globally to understand what you can and
cannot achieve.

Listen
Having designated (not necessarily full-time)
personnel at regional and ideally national level is
essential in order to provide knowledge, feedback,
and perspective.

Be flexible
There may be very valid reasons why a country
cannot follow a global process. If so, go the extra
mile to find workarounds. Your suppliers can
often help you with this.

Talk
Keep communicating the benefits of a global
program. Don’t rely on your local advocates
(e.g. the local CFO) to do this effectively. Prepare
key messages and financial presentations for
them to use.

Pick your battles
Sometimes decisions need to be made that must
harm either local interests or the global program.
Know when to stand firm on such matters and
when it is better to give way.

Address local shortcomings
of global TMCs
No TMC offers consistent service in every market,
but you may well use it anyway for data consolidation
purposes. Where service is sub-standard,
collaboration works better than confrontation to put
things right, but have a contingency plan for using
another TMC if problems cannot be resolved. In
some markets, no TMC can offer the same quality
as elsewhere because of technological or regulatory
problems, but there are usually well-developed
workarounds, e.g. manually loading data into global
distribution systems in China.
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Globalization of
Corporate Travel Programs
2001 – 2011

Globalization intensifies
A survey of buyer members of ACTE conducted
especially for this white paper provides compelling
evidence that companies have significantly globalized
their corporate travel programs over the past decade.
The trend has accelerated over the past five years.
Ten years ago, 29 percent of respondents had only
one country in their managed travel program.
That figure declined to 16 percent in 2006 and a
tiny 5 percent in 2011. Conversely, the number
of companies with more than 20 countries in their
managed program has almost tripled. Ten years ago,
only 10 percent of respondents had 21– 50 countries
in their program, rising to 18 percent in 2006 and
then accelerating to 30 percent in 2011. Among
buyers with more than 50 countries in their program,
the figure moved up slightly from 7 percent in 2001
to 10 percent five years ago and then more rapidly to
19 percent in 2011.
It is worth understanding the typical profile of ACTE
buyer members, who are usually experienced travel
managers working for multinational corporations.
For more information, please see page 4, chart 1.

Why has globalization
increased?
Other answers given in the survey plus detailed
interviews with a range of corporate travel
professionals suggest globalization has advanced
for numerous reasons:
Increased globalization of travel spending
Corporations are globalizing their businesses,
both in terms of where they source their supplies
and where they sell their products and services.
In consequence, more of their travel expenditure
is originating outside their traditional markets.
The answers in chart 3 illustrate this point. Ten years
ago, the number of respondents for whom more
than 90 percent of their travel originated within Europe
and North America was 38 percent. That fell to
32 percent five years ago and again to 24 percent
today. At the same time, the proportion of companies
for whom 51– 90 percent of their travel originates
within Europe and North America grew from
22 percent ten years ago to 41 percent five years
ago, and 54 percent today.

3 What percentage of your company’s
travel spending originates/originated in Europe
and North America?
Total: 100 %
Number of countries:
4
8
23

12

33

25

24

Currently

6
6
16

32

5 years ago

26
4
8
9
12
38

10 years ago

 on’t know
D
1 –10
11 – 25
26 – 50
50 – 75
76 – 90
91 –100
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Travel spending is clearly becoming more dispersed
geographically speaking, a point with which AirPlus
International global account manager Thorsten Gräf
agrees. “We are seeing new companies consolidating
for the first time, and companies which have already
consolidated are adding more countries to their
programs,” he says. “The BRIC (Brazil, Russia, India,
and China) countries in particular are becoming big
spenders.”
Business globalization is particularly significant for
travel programs because it means that companies
are undertaking a higher proportion of long-haul
travel, which is pushing up average cost per trip.
Traveler security
The primary objective of travel program globalization
has always been to obtain improved data, but now the
motivation for seeking comprehensive management
information is expanding beyond cost control. Time
and again, interviewees for this paper stressed
that traveler security has become as important a

strategic goal as cost. Corporations believe they have
a much better chance of tracking all their travelers
if they globalize their program because it allows them
to use consistent booking channels and data tools.
“Studies indicate that not much more than half of
employees traditionally book their hotel through
their agency,” says Andy Menkes, founder of the
consultancy Partnership Travel Consulting. “That has
been tightened up now so companies can see
where their travelers are staying.” In consequence,
increasing numbers of companies are integrating all
their local offices into the global travel program, even
if the expenditure is very small. Menkes recently
helped a client to consolidate in 26 countries for this
very reason, in spite of the fact that 96 percent of
its spending was concentrated in just three markets.
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4 Is it less difficult to manage a multinational
travel program now than it was five years ago?
Total: 100 %

26 % No

57 % Yes
26 % Don’t know

Cost savings
Corporations improve the completeness of their
data through introducing a global travel policy and
consolidating their selection of travel management
companies and card issuers. This strengthens their
ability to negotiate with suppliers – the guiding
principle of travel program globalization since it
began more than a decade ago.
However, what is giving an extra impetus to
consolidation is that some companies are going
beyond the familiar 80/20 rule for the first time,
for financial as well as security reasons. In other
words, they are no longer attempting to manage
only 80 percent of their spending. Having established
extremely mature programs in their key travel
markets, they are now extending their coverage to the
remaining 20 percent as one of their few remaining
opportunities to find fresh savings.
Compliance
Risk management continues to rise in priority on
boardroom agendas. The paramount application of
risk management to travel is security and other
duty of care issues. However, financial compliance
and transparency are also important for risk
management, so companies are improving visibility
of their travel spending through consolidating data
from more countries.

Economic crisis
The economic crisis which started in 2008 helped
break down local resistance to global corporate
initiatives aimed at containing cost and improving
process efficiencies. “The economic crisis helped
a lot,” says Joerg Gerhardt, director of human
resources for mobility service management at the
semiconductor manufacturer Infineon. “Travelers
understand this is something we need to control.”
Wolfgang Suchetzki, Vice President Corporate
Category Manager Travel & Entertainment for the mail
and logistics services group Deutsche Post DHL,
agrees. “The willingness to listen to global strategies
is much greater than five years ago,” he says. As
the AirPlus International /ACTE white paper “PostRecession – Has the Travel Management Landscape
Changed Permanently?”, published in late 2009,
established that management buy-in to travel
management became more committed and at a
more senior level than before the crisis.
Improved supplier offerings
More than twice as many survey respondents believe
it has become easier to manage a multinational
travel program over the past five years than think it
has become harder.
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5 Have the following improved/expanded over
the last five years to support a global travel program?
Total: 100 %

10
87

7
29

64

Travel manage- Corporate
ment company card

7
23
70

Booking tool

9
26

6
15

16

79

81

65

Expense
management
system

One reason is that buyers think the providers of
services and tools such as travel management
companies, corporate cards, and expense management
systems have improved the globalization of their
products. This appears to be especially the case for
TMCs, with no fewer than 87 percent of respondents
thinking TMCs have improved and/or expanded
over the past five years to support global travel
programs more fully.
Improved automation
In addition to the specific tools and services listed
above, other, more general advances in technology
have helped the cause of global travel management.
The advent of what is sometimes called cloud
computing allows travelers, bookers, and travel
managers to access the same Web-based tools
almost anywhere in the world. “Technology makes
it easier to bring in the smaller markets,” says
Ellen Trotochaud, senior director of analytics for the
booking tool and expense management system
provider Concur. She points to how basic employee
functions, like filing expense receipts and obtaining
expense reimbursement, can now be handled online.
Mobile services and social networking are also
helping connect travelers to corporate systems,
regardless of where they or their offices are located.

14
21

Don’t know
	No
Yes

65

Preferred
supplier
agreements,
e.g. air, hotel,
car rental

Travel policy

Data reporting
system

In the travel industry itself, the elimination of the
paper ticket has made travel management more
mobile by ending the need for a bricks-and-mortar
presence in each country to distribute physical
tickets.
Smaller spenders
Automation is also helping to extend globalization
to businesses with smaller travel budgets. “Until
two years ago, only the bigger companies were
globalizing,” says Brian Donnelly, regional director
Europe, Middle East, and Africa for the TMC FCm
Travel Solutions. “Now we are seeing a lot of activity
in the $10 million – $ 50 million range.”
Virtuous circle
Success breeds success. Numerous case studies of
global implementations creating efficiency, savings,
and transparency have encouraged more companies
to do the same.
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The story is very clear: managing
travel on a global basis is the
rule and the pace of globalization
is increasing.
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Globalization of
Travel Tools and Services
Deployment

Deployment accelerates
The survey of ACTE buyer members asked respondents
to state whether they deploy a range of seven tools
and services primarily on a global, regional (e.g. AsiaPacific or North America) or national basis. Then
they were asked to state the basis on which they
deployed the same tools and services both five and
ten years ago. In all seven cases, global deployment
increased from 2001 to 2006 and then increased
at an even faster rate between 2006 and 2011.
For example, only 14 percent of respondents had
predominantly global supplier agreements ten years
ago. That figure climbed to 26 percent in 2006 and
then leaped spectacularly to 64 percent in 2011. Over
the same ten-year period, buyers primarily deploying
national supplier programs declined from 37 percent
to 16 percent.
The results show that companies have globalized
the internal aspects of their travel programs more
than they have globalized tools and services from
external suppliers. Most globalized of all is travel
policy (74 percent), followed by preferred supplier
agreements (64 percent), and data reporting systems
(60 percent). Then come the external relationships,
led by 55 percent of respondents having consolidated
their TMC globally.

Booking tools – a major exception
Only booking tools are not primarily deployed
globally: 24 percent of buyers primarily deploy one
globally, whereas 32 percent deploy them regionally
and the same proportion nationally. The reasons
why booking tools are not primarily deployed globally
are discussed below, but it is worth noting that
there is more global deployment now than five years
(10 percent) or ten years (3 percent) ago.
Regionalization gives way to globalization
The survey responses also tell an interesting story
about regional travel management. The unavoidable
tension between meeting global strategic goals
and satisfying local travel needs sometimes prompts
suggestions that regional travel management is a
sensible compromise between the two. However, for
almost all the tools and services surveyed here, a
consistent narrative emerges. Once again, preferred
supplier agreements are a good example. Ten years
ago, 14 percent of buyers predominantly deployed
regional agreements. This figure rose to 24 percent in
2006, but then dropped back to 17 percent in 2011.
The trend, therefore, is that regional deployment
grew in popularity from 2001 to 2006, but has
either tapered off or fallen over the past five years.
The figures strongly suggest that regionalization
was at an intermediate stage in the evolution of
multinational travel management, and that it is now
being superseded by full-blown globalization.
Travel professionals interviewed for this white paper
confirmed they are seeing many more global than
regional deployments. The regional option is more
common among companies which are not rigidly
centralized and find it hard to impose mandates.
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6.1 Select the primary basis on which your company is deploying
each of the following managed travel components
Total: 100 %

6
18

9
27

13

15

16

32

23

17

21
13
55

51

32

12

8
15

14

74

12

64

15
59

50

23
Travel manage- Corporate
ment company card

Booking tool

Expense
management
system

Preferred
supplier
agreements,
e.g. air, hotel,
car rental

Travel policy

Data reporting
system

6.2 Select the primary basis on which your company deployed each
of the following managed travel components five years ago
Total: 100 %

7
10
35

10
12

12

13

31

23

35

8
9
33

32
20
28

32

24

15
28

13
13

19

8
8
23

16

18

22

43

13

22

27

26

10
Travel manage- Corporate
ment company card

Booking tool

Expense
management
system

Preferred
supplier
agreements,
e.g. air, hotel,
car rental

Travel policy

Data reporting
system

6.3 Select the primary basis on which your company deployed each
of the following managed travel components ten years ago
Total: 100 %

20

20

15

21

39

24

26

50

33

21

20

27

14

11
26

23

37

37

14

26
10
16

9
13

Travel manage- Corporate
ment company card

14

17
6
Booking tool

8
Expense
management
system

29

14
Preferred
supplier
agreements,
e.g. air, hotel,
car rental

Travel policy

29

7
14
Data reporting
system

 on’t know
D
Not deployed
Nationally (country by country)
	Regionally
(e.g. Europe, Asia-Pacific)
Globally
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7 Rate the importance of each of the following
for supporting a global program
Total: 100 %

14
84

10
26
64

Travel manage- Corporate
ment company card

7
28

7
25

65

68

15
82

Booking tool

Expense
management
system

A gap between those who have globalized
and those who want to
In the survey, buyers were asked whether they
considered the same range of tools and services
important for a global travel program. In all
cases, 60 – 90 percent judged the tool or service
very important, and at least 90 percent
considered it either very or somewhat important.
Compared with the answers in chart 6.1, the answers
to this question imply that many more buyers
are intending to globalize than have done so to date.
To take the example of preferred supplier agreements
one more time, 64 percent currently have
predominantly global agreements, but 82 percent
consider such agreements very important for
supporting a global program and 15 percent consider
them somewhat important.

Preferred
supplier
agreements,
e.g. air, hotel,
car rental

8
90

15
80

Travel policy

Not important
Somewhat important
Very important

Data reporting
system

It would appear therefore that the story of travel
management globalization is far from complete,
and that there is a further implication to this gap
between aspiration and reality, which is that
significant barriers are still impeding progress.
The reasons for this are explored in the section
“The Great Balancing Act.”

More detail on tools
and services
Travel management companies
Global TMC deployment has increased massively
from 16 percent ten years ago and 28 percent five
years ago to 55 percent today. Regional consolidation
also rose significantly from 10 percent in 2001 to
20 percent in 2006 but since then has remained
almost unchanged at 21 percent. The figures provide
no evidence to confirm occasional suggestions
in the corporate travel industry that there has been a
trend towards regionalization instead of globalization
in TMC selections.

Picking a consolidated TMC (or, at least, a very small
number of multinational TMCs) is often regarded as
the first and most important step to globalizing a
travel program. It provides the data for establishing
compliance and creating supplier deals which
ultimately meet the strategic objectives of the program.
There is a strong counter-argument that a single
global TMC is unnecessary because the corporate
client can integrate data from different TMCs,
especially if it has a good data warehouse. However,
advocates of a single TMC worldwide point out that
it avoids duplication of effort in several respects,
such as communication and enforcement of travel
policy, for example by switching preferred suppliers
in the TMC’s reservations system.
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Dual global TMCs
Some companies feel more comfortable employing
two global TMCs instead of just one. “It means they
don’t have all their eggs in one basket and gives them
an opportunity to benchmark,” says Chris Reynolds,
senior partner of the travel management consultancy
3Sixty Global.
Corporate cards
Four times as many survey respondents say they
predominantly implement a card globally today
(52 percent) as ten years ago (13 percent). This
impressive growth suggests companies understand
they need multinational card data as well as TMC
data to achieve the level of transparency which will
make a global program succeed. “You need card
data for spend volume in addition to the TMC data,
which provides booked volume,” says the travel
manager of a US-based corporate services company
who has requested anonymity. “There is often about
30 percent difference in the data.” Consolidation
of card providers is even more important for
companies which do not have a single TMC globally.
Self-booking tools
Self-booking tools are the one area where
implementation is not yet predominantly global. Only
24 percent deploy a tool globally, while 32 percent
deploy regionally, and another 32 percent country by
country. The remainder do not have a booking tool.
According to the experts interviewed for this white
paper, there are two main reasons why relatively
few corporate clients use one self-booking tool
worldwide. The first is that many buyers conclude
no single tool performs adequately in every market,
for reasons including lack of localized content and
lack of support in that region. A typical judgment
is that booking tools originally created in the US do
not excel in Europe, and vice versa.

The other reason is that many buyers have
decided a single booking tool is not a strategically
important objective so long as they have a common
data reporting platform and payment system, and the
chosen TMC or TMCs can support several different
booking tools.
Although global deployment remains the least
common option for booking tools, it is becoming more
popular, up to 24 percent in 2011 from 3 percent in
2001 and 10 percent in 2006. Whether global deployment will be the majority option in another five years
is hard to predict. “There have been improvements in
language availability and local content, such as rail
and ferries, but not to the extent of being able to use
the same one everywhere,” says Andy Menkes.
“The only technology I see working everywhere is the
telephone.”
Expense reporting systems
Perhaps the most surprising finding in the ACTE buyer
survey is that almost exactly half (49 percent) of
respondents now deploy an expense reporting system
globally. Not only is this up from 19 percent just five
years ago, but ten years ago 26 percent of companies
were not using an expense management tool at all.
Automated expense management took off in North
America before anywhere else, but according to
Concur senior director of analytics Ellen Trotochaud,
the tools are being rolled out not only in Europe but
also in Asia. “We have many clients now operating
in 30 or 40 countries,” she says.
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Case studies
Infineon

basis, which, says Wolfgang Suchetzki, Vice President
Corporate Category Manager Travel & Entertainment,
causes problems for him in obtaining regular and
high-quality data.

The semiconductor manufacturer Infineon is
headquartered in Germany. But with more than
50 percent of its employees based outside Europe,
its travel spending is highly dispersed. In 2009,
it switched from using more than 20 TMCs in
23 countries worldwide to just one: FCm Travel
Solutions.

However, the 21 countries which have not yet chosen
one of the two travel agency suppliers all have
relatively small travel budgets, posing a dilemma for
Suchetzki familiar to many other travel managers.
“Yes, I want the others to pick one of these two TMCs,
but I will not spend too much time on the really
low-volume countries,” he says.

“We wanted data transparency and we needed a
global TMC to consolidate our data,” says Joerg
Gerhardt, director of human resources for mobility
service management. “We would not have been
able to globalize our supplier agreements without
the data we get from our card and TMC.

—

“Having a single TMC with globalized account
management has also helped us to control our
agreements. If we have to blacklist an airline for
a week to meet a target with another airline,
our TMC is very effective at implementing this
worldwide within a few hours.”

Deutsche Post DHL
The mail and logistics group Deutsche Post DHL
operates in 220 countries, although its procurement
team concentrates on 54 of those countries, as does
its global travel program. Deutsche Post DHL does
not have a mandate culture. Instead, local countries
have to be convinced to join the program. The travel
team has a two-supplier strategy for travel agencies to
offer a degree of choice in this non-mandated culture
and also to foster competition. So far, 35 countries are
consolidated. The other countries decide on a local

Deutsche Post DHL uses Cliqbook in the US, where
it has a 90 percent adoption rate, Cytric in Germany,
Amadeus in the Nordic region, and KDS in France.
“Our strategy is to have the best product for each
market,” says Wolfgang Suchetzki, Vice President
Corporate Category Manager Travel & Entertainment.
“There is no one tool which fits all requirements,
and if a tool in France did not offer SNCF (the French
national rail operator) for instance, then it would not
be used. Having multiple tools is not a problem from
my point of view.”

US-based corporate
services company
“We roll out the booking tool that makes sense in
each country,” says the company’s travel manager,
requesting anonymity. “One size fits all does not exist
yet, and if you lose a traveler on square one of a
booking tool, you lose them for ever. As long as you
have your data integrated by your TMC, you’re fine
having different tools.”
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Preferred supplier agreements
Whereas the other tools and services listed in this
section may be described as the means to a travel
program, preferred supplier agreements are an
end, and it is one that Chris Reynolds increasingly
sees being achieved. “This is one of the reasons for
globalizing,” he says. “As soon as we tell suppliers
they are globalizing, their eyes light up and the offer
improves significantly.” More than four times as many
buyers have predominantly global agreements now
(64 percent) as ten years ago (14 percent).
The interviews for this white paper produced no
consensus on how easy it is to negotiate global deals
with different sub-categories of travel supplier. Hotels
are generally considered to be the most achievable,
but experiences in dealing with multinational airline
alliances vary. There is little doubt that alliance-wide
negotiations have become much easier, especially
because of the anti-trust immunity accorded to
various alliance-based joint ventures over the past
couple of years. However, some experts said they
still see more activity at the national carrier level.
Travel policy
Almost three-quarters of respondents (74 percent)
now have a predominantly global travel policy, but all
interviewees stressed the necessity of permitting
local variations. This could allow for different modes
of transport (for example, rail is often the preferred
means of domestic travel in Europe), tax plans, and
standards of service (for example, allowing business
class travel in countries with poor airline comfort).
“A policy that starts in the US and remains US-centric
is doomed to failure,” says the travel manager of
the US-based corporate services company. “It is
important to have locally based people who can tell
you what will or will not work.”

Data reporting
A majority of survey respondents (59 percent) now
have some form of data reporting tool, but anecdotal
evidence suggests the quality of the tools, and the
quality of data input from different parts of the world,
remains highly variable.
Travel managers need to combine data from their
two principal sources: TMC (booked) and card
(spent). In many cases they also choose to combine
a feed from their employee database so they can gain
a hierarchical view of their management information.
There are various sites in which they can combine
all these elements of data, including offerings from
TMCs, as well as third-party data warehouses
and in-house ERP systems. Each needs to be weighed
carefully for its advantages and disadvantages.
“Data is probably the single biggest flawed area –
the hardest part of globalization – because there is
no one common reporting system,” says Chris
Reynolds. “Often you have different countries on
different platforms with different accounting modules.
Even if you have one ERP, there can be different
versions of it in the same organization.”
Other areas of mobility
Although not covered in the survey, interviewees were
asked whether they have seen globalization of four
other aspects of mobility management: meetings,
fleet, corporate housing, and travel insurance. There
was general agreement that fleet and corporate
housing are riddled with local variations and therefore
best managed at a local level. Insurance also has
many local issues but could become more globalized
as a part of globally consolidated traveler
security strategies. It was also felt that meetings
would benefit from consolidated multinational
management, but this remains unusual outside the
pharmaceuticals sector.
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Case studies
Deutsche Post DHL
“Our strategy is to target alliances and get as many countries,
airlines and routes into one contract as we can to leverage the
spending,” says Wolfgang Suchetzki. “Globalizing our program has
definitely helped. We sometimes challenge airlines with more
accurate data than they have, thanks to the transparency we now
have in our management information. It means we now have data
for routes on which we buy just 50 tickets per year or even less.”
US-based corporate services company
Putting together a global hotel directory is fraught with difficulties,
including ensuring that the chosen properties are in the right
locations, such as being close to a company or client office. This
company discovered an additional problem when creating its
preferred hotels list. It wanted all hotels to be bookable through a
GDS so that travelers can be located more easily for security
reasons. However, many hotels outside the US in particular do
not sell through GDSs, mainly because of the extra fees they have
to pay. The company’s travel manager had to spend considerable
time persuading some hotels to sign up with a GDS so it could
secure the client’s custom. “We assured them the extra business
would offset the GDS fees,” she says.
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The Great Balancing Act
Reconciling Global Strategy With
Local Needs

Challenges to globalization
remain
In spite of all the positive factors listed above,
26 percent of buyers consider it harder to manage
a multinational travel program now than five
years ago. As has been seen so far, globalization of
travel programs is gathering pace, but that does
not mean the task has become easy. The response
to the question above shows that there remains
considerable tension between global strategic travel
management goals and local needs. Almost half
of respondents (47 percent) see a significant conflict
between the two.
Respondents who agreed they experience significant
conflict were asked to outline what those conflicts
are. The responses generated a very long list of
challenges, which eloquently demonstrates why
globalization remains a difficult project for any travel
manager. The challenges can be summarized as
follows:
National variations
Factors which vary country by country include:
language, currency, regulation, taxation, and data
protection.
Cultural variations also affect, for example, service
expectations. With, as has been shown, the average
number of countries in a travel program increasing,
so too does the number of variations which need
to be managed. Furthermore, the new markets which
have been added to previously globalized travel
programs tend to be less mature in their travel
management evolution, making the challenge of
integrating them harder.

Supplier inconsistency
Respondents especially criticized TMCs for offering
patchy service across their networks. There is also
inconsistent availability of technology, e.g. limited
availability of the Western GDSs in China, and
sporadic availability of content in different booking
channels. In addition, there is a perceived gap
between the image of consistency suppliers present
in their branding and the reality when it comes to
operations and account management. Suppliers are
criticized too for sometimes bypassing the client’s
global procurement structure and offering rates
directly to local offices.
Data inconsistency
All the above make it difficult to obtain consistently
good data from around the world. For example,
most card companies have limited or no presence
as issuers in China.

8 Do you see significant conflicts in the needs
and expectations of the travel program between
the national level and the multinational level?
Total: 100 %

9 % Don’t know

7 % Not available

47 % Yes
37 % No

Internal inconsistency
Different accounting and reporting systems
throughout the enterprise are another challenge to
the quest for consistent data.
Local hostility
Travelers have a strong preference for local
suppliers. Also, there can be resentment towards
what is perceived as interference from global
headquarters.
Insensitive supplier selections/policy
Sometimes local hostility amounts to little more than
primitive territorial instinct, but often it is based on
bitter experience of failure to understand local needs.
One respondent cited the example of their company’s
global headquarters contracting a hotel 100 km
away from where local employees needed to do their
business.

How to bridge the gap between
global and local
The good news is that many more than twice as many
buyers believe there are fewer conflicts between
global and local now than was the case five years ago.
In part this may be because, as already discussed,
there continue to be improvements to the global
offerings of services such as TMCs, cards, and
booking tools. Also, it may well be that travel managers
are becoming more culturally attuned. “In the past,
there was a view that the everywhere in the world
had to have the same travel program as in Chicago,”
says FCm’s Brian Donnelly. “That view is changing.”

9 If you answered “yes” in the above question,
do you see more or fewer conflicts now than
five years ago?

Blanket imposition of policy rules can also cause
resentment if they are not appropriate for certain
markets. For example, policy may discourage one-way
fares in some countries, but can save money if
encouraged in others.

Total: 100 %

Conflicting needs
Another problem is finding ways to help local
businesses understand the goals of the global
program. And even if they do understand those
goals, the program may fail the “what’s in it for me?”
test, with perceived minimal benefits or savings
at a local level, and even, in some cases, higher TMC
costs for example.

17 % Same

Corporate culture
Travel program globalization is especially difficult
for companies with decentralized, non-mandated
cultures.

16 % More

29 % Not available

38 % Fewer

Given the many potential challenges outlined
above, there is no simple solution to bridging the gap
between global and local needs, but experts
interviewed for this white paper offered the following
ideas:
Understand your corporate culture
Take a look at other functions within your organization,
such as finance and human resources. How globalized
are they? In which languages do they operate? Some
comparative analysis will help you gauge what you
can and cannot achieve with your travel program.
Listen
Understanding local needs is very difficult unless
there are designated personnel at least at a regional
level and in many cases at a country-by-country level
to provide knowledge, feedback, and perspective.
“All global programs I have seen without a regional
structure have struggled,” says Donnelly. Personnel
do not have to be full-time travel managers, but
they tend to operate within the same function as the
global travel manager, e.g. procurement or HR.
In smaller countries, the representative might be the
chief financial officer.

Travel managers who globalize their programs
frequently comment that even though they are alert
to the potential for national variations when they
start the process, they are still surprised by the huge
number of unforeseen details that distinguish
each market. To take one small example, it is not a
legal requirement to have a TMC provide a French
language service in France, but it may be in Canada.
Travel managers will therefore require feedback from
local representatives on a wide range of regulatory,
operational, cultural, and technical issues.

Case study

Infineon
Travel managers may have to make more effort in
certain markets with suppliers as well as employees.
Infineon, for example, uses an automated RFP
process to choose its hotel suppliers, but some
Chinese hotels find it hard to follow the guidelines.
“We send a Mandarin-speaking person to those
hotels to explain they have to join the process, so
everyone at Infineon can have access to the
negotiated rate and they can be incorporated into
the global process,” says Joerg Gerhardt.
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Be flexible
If a country cannot follow the global process for local
reasons, do not give up on it. There may often be
an acceptable workaround, especially if you talk to
your suppliers. Thorsten Gräf of AirPlus International
gives the example of a client using the centrally
billed AirPlus Company account, or lodge card. In
a market which is driven by more decentralized
payment methods, AirPlus issues plastic corporate
cards to that client’s travelers instead. Corporate
card data is not as extensive as lodge card data, but
AirPlus has taken special measures to bring the data
from the corporate cards up to the same quality
that the client experiences with the lodge card in all
other markets.
Talk
As well as listening to local markets, it is very
important to continue communciating the benefits
of having a global program to them, sometimes
in the face of substantial hostility. “You are often
battling against other global rollouts, such as an
ERP system, that have not gone well,” says Chris
Reynolds of 3Sixty Global.
As a result, there needs to be a positive and
carefully structured communications strategy, which
addresses misconceptions about the program.
For example, one common source of arguments is
about the fees charged by a global TMC, which may
in some cases be higher than those of the local TMC
it has replaced. Reynolds says it is necessary to point
out that the TMC fees represent only 3 – 5 percent
of total travel costs, and that the total cost can be
reduced substantially through consolidation with
a single TMC.

Another potential problem is that the local
representative for the travel program, such as a
CFO, may be a good listener who can provide
feedback, but a less able advocate within their local
organization. “If you have to sell the program to
someone who will sell it on locally, it may get lost in
translation,” says Reynolds. “You have to find ways
to get across the key messages, such as by providing
specific financial presentations for that market.”
Pick your battles
There are times when, in spite of all efforts, a
decision has to be made that will have to be either
against the global or local interest. Knowing when
to stand firm and when to give way is an important
decision. “You have to weigh up the impact on
the program,” says the US-based corporate services
company travel manager. “If it is going to have a
direct economic impact, I am going to fight harder.”
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Addressing local shortcomings
of global suppliers
It is very difficult for suppliers or intermediaries to
offer consistent excellence of service in every
market. As their customers’ requirements spread geographically, the challenge becomes greater owing to a
shortage of trained and appropriate manpower
in emerging markets. “For TMCs, trying to fill
positions with staff who have a global understanding,
for the fee we are willing to pay them, is tough,”
says the travel manager from a US-based corporate
services company.
However, there may well be circumstances where,
even with a clear service level agreement in
place, a TMC cannot offer the same standards in
a particular market as it does in the rest of the
world. Once again, there are no easy solutions, but
the following ideas from leading business travel
experts might help:
Be constructive
“Don’t tear apart the TMC,” says the US-based
travel manager. “You will get a lot more by being
collaborative.”
Have a plan B
Prepare contingency plans for that country with
another TMC. The plans will have to include finding a
way to link its data to that of the global TMC.
Take the long way around
In some markets, all TMCs struggle to offer a
comparable service with what they provide elsewhere.
One example is China, where domestic air bookings
must be made through the local GDS TravelSky,
which lacks the same standards of back-office data
collection as Western GDSs.
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Conclusion
How globalization could
be made easier

The survey results and interviews conducted for
this white paper show clearly that globalization of
corporate travel programs is not only growing but
accelerating. There is more implementation internally
of global data reporting systems, travel policies ,
and supplier programs, and also more worldwide
consolidation of external services from TMCs, card
providers, booking tools, and expense management
systems.
In spite of the progress made to date, there remain
numerous challenges to globalization because of
the inherently different circumstances for corporate
travel in each country, including regulations,
technology, culture, and supplier base. As a result,
tensions persist between global goals and local
realities, although this paper has suggested some
techniques to bridge the gap.
On an optimistic note, twice as many travel buyers
said they see fewer conflicts between global and local
needs now than was the case five years ago. There is
every reason to assume these conflicts will continue
to lessen in importance over the next five years, and
that most of the numerous factors which explain the
recent surge in globalization will remain valid.
To speed matters along, however, interviewees for
this white paper were asked to name the one thing
they believe would improve the globalization of travel
management. Their responses were as follows:
More market coverage
“Some travel companies, such as GDSs, booking
tools, and card programs, are only in 50 percent of the
markets we cover. Getting them in more countries
would make a huge difference. Only loading a hotel
program on to one GDS, for example, would
save a lot of time and money, and it would reduce
implementation time for our customers.” Brian
Donnelly, FCm Travel Solutions

Better data
“I want to see better quality, accuracy, and timeliness
of data. For example, payment service providers
should be able to give real-time data to tell me, for
example, that a traveler has just checked into a hotel
in Atlanta for security tracking purposes. We are
lagging far behind the capabilities of the technology.”
Andy Menkes, Partnership Travel Consulting
Joined-up TMCs
“I would like better integration between global TMC
owners and their local partners.” Chris Reynolds,
3Sixty Global
More GDS content
“There needs to be more access to content. For
example, the Brazilian airlines GOL and TAM were
only recently added to the GDSs. For a long time
Brazil was not properly integrated into global travel
programs because the key suppliers were not
available.” Ellen Trotochaud, Concur
More global card providers
“I would like more card companies that have a
truly global offering. There are only two, maybe three
players right now,” comments US-based travel
manager for a corporate services company.
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